Modern Foreign Languages and Literatures

We offer a **Major** in **Modern Foreign Languages and Literatures** with concentration in:

- French and Francophone Studies
- German
- Hispanic Studies (Spanish)
- Italian
- Russian Studies

We offer a **Minor** in **Modern Foreign Languages and Literatures** with concentration in:

- Arabic
- Chinese
- French
- German
- Spanish
- Italian
- Japanese
- Portuguese
- Russian

- Students can earn a **MFLL Major** with **Honor Concentration** in French, German, Italian, Russian, or Spanish;

- The **LWB concentration**, which combines language study with business courses, can be earned in any of the **nine language programs** listed above;

- Students find offerings in **nine languages** that will allow them to **complete the necessary coursework for the 2-year-language requirement** that is part of many undergraduate majors at the University of Tennessee.

**We would like to invite you to stop by in person on the seventh floor of McClung Tower, email us at UG-MFLL@utk.edu and/or visit our departmental website at mfll.utk.edu in order to find out more about our department and about our offerings in each language program.**
What can you do with a MFLL Major?

**Government**
- Language Analysis
- Diplomacy
- Civil Service
- Foreign Service
- Immigration/Naturalization
- Customs
- Intelligence
- Security and Protection
- Law Enforcement

**Industry and Commerce**
- Banking/Finance
- Sales
- Customer Services
- Consulting
- Importing/Exporting
- Administrative Services
- Advertising and Marketing
- Human Resources
- Law

**Travel and Tourism**
- Translation/Interpretation
- Airline Services
- Management
- Booking and Reservations
- Travel Services/Guidance
- Ecotourism

**Interpretation/Translation**
- Interpretation
- Translation

**Service and Education**
- Teaching
- Linguistics
- Tutoring
- Educational Administration
- Including:
  - Student Affairs
  - Study Abroad Programs
  - International Houses or Cultural Centers
  - International Student Services

**Service**
- Civil Service
- Social Work
- Library Science
- Nonprofit or Public Interest

**Arts, Media, Entertainment**
- Advertising and Marketing
- Translation/Interpretation
- Journalism/Broadcasting
- Writing
- Publishing/Editing
- Public Relations
- Film Making
- Museum Work

For a complete list, go to: [http://whatcanidowiththismajor.com/major/foreign-language/](http://whatcanidowiththismajor.com/major/foreign-language/)

MFLL’s concentrations feature the following:

- Financial support through various scholarships for study abroad, internships abroad and research
- Opportunities to prepare for nationally competitive scholarships
- MFLL’s majors are frequently chosen as second majors
- MFLL’s programs are extremely popular as minors
- Most programs offer immersion weekends, language tables, poetry contests, Film Series and other experiential activities
- MFLL annual Talent show and MFLL annual Soccer cup
- Active student-led clubs
- Many options for studying abroad; various MFLL faculty led courses abroad
- Options for internships through LWB
- Service learning opportunities especially in Spanish
- MFLL majors and minors have won prestigious national awards: Rhodes Scholarship, Udall, Goldwater, Fulbright, DAAD/German Academic Exchange Service, Schwarzman, Boren, Critical Languages, Youth Exchange Program, ACTR Russian laureate
- All of our language programs provide you with valuable market-place skills, cultural knowledge, and preparation for graduate or professional schools. Employers value your skill in communicating with global partners, and they value your knowledge of foreign culture.

Visit our web site [mfll.utk.edu](http://mfll.utk.edu) for more information and contact us at: UG-MFLL@utk.edu!
Contact us at: mfll.utk.edu. Email us: UG-MFLL@utk.edu.

Get in touch with the programs:

Arabic
Minor of 18 hours above 200; concentration for LWB. For a detailed program description check here: http://arabic.utk.edu/
Contacts: Dr. Drew Paul, wpaul2@utk.edu

Chinese
Minor of 18 hours above 200; concentration for LWB. For a detailed program description check here: http://chinese.utk.edu/
Contacts: Dr. Yen-Chen Hao, yhao6@utk.edu

Hebrew (modern)
No minor yet. Contacts: Dr. Itsik Pariente, iparient@utk.edu

German
Major 30 hours above 200, minor 18 hours above 200. Programs: UT in Freiburg, Sustainability in Germany, German 416-Berlin, internship in Mannheim, Internship at VW Chattanooga. For a detailed program description check here: http://german.utk.edu/
Contacts: Dr. Adrian DelCaro, decaro@utk.edu

Japanese
Minor of 18 hours above 200; concentration for LWB. For a detailed program description check here: http://japanese.utk.edu/
Contacts: Dr. Noriko Horiguchi, njh@utk.edu

Russian
Major 30 hours above 300, minor 18 hours (Russian Studies, Russian Lit. in Translation). For a detailed program description check here: http://russian.utk.edu/
Contacts: Dr. Natalia Pervukhin, npervukh@utk.edu

French & Francophone Studies
Major 30 hours above 200, minor 12 hour above 200. Programs: UT in Paris. For a detailed program description check here: http://french.utk.edu/
Contacts: Dr. Chris Holmund, cholmun@utk.edu

Italian
Major 30 hours above 200, minor 12 hour above 200. Programs: UT in Bologna. For a detailed program description check here: http://italian.utk.edu/
Contacts: Dr. Flavia Brizio-Skov, fbrizio@utk.edu

Language and World Business
27-33 hours above 200 in one language plus 25 in international retail, agriculture, or business. Required internship or foreign study. For a detailed program description check here: http://mfll.utk.edu/lwb/
Contacts: Dr. John Romeiser, jromeise@utk.edu and Dr. Lisa Parker lparke11@utk.edu

Portuguese
Minor of 18 hours above 200; concentration for LWB. For a detailed program description check here: http://portuguese.utk.edu/
Contacts: Dr. Euridice Silva, esilva@utk.edu

Spanish & Hispanic Studies
Major 30 hours above 200, minor 18 hours above 200. Programs: UT in Santander, Spain; UT in Alicante, Spain; UT in San Jose, Costa Rica, Service Learning in Costa Rica. For a detailed program description check here: http://spanish.utk.edu/
Contacts: Dr. Luis Cano, lcano@utk.edu